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who wear good little Gap en embles.
For those of us whose sense of
style is too hard to break... they'll kill us. The
Omnibus Crime Bill contains fifty new count that
will be enforced with capital punishment. FIFTY.
Some of these laws are kind of strange, if you think
about it. Like capital punishment for anyone caught
running guerilla clothing outlets, black market
fabric trading, and/or instigation of revolutionary
fashions. Do you get the feeling that they're
preparing for some sort of backlash? Another
FOURTEEN infractions carrying the punishment of
death are vaguely written clothing offenses, with
very tricky wording like: "what the pre ident deems
to be good style... ," and "accessories which might
possibly be conceived as cla hing components." In
other word , legislative loopholes big enough for
the President to drive a Winnebago through with
his eyes clo ed...on QUAALUDES! Combine that
with provisions in the ame bill that nullify the
appeals proce s for death row inmates, and what we
are going to have as we roll into the New World
Odor is an elimination of the stylish members of
our population in record numbers. And it will all be
done LEGALLY. Naturally they are already
carrying this plan out.
Why do you think blacks are
consigned to their ghetto jails, induced to kill each
other, and relentlessly portrayed in the media as
The Enemy? Because the black community is the
be t dressed group of people in the country. Sure
Russell Simmon shops at The Gap, but otherwise
blacks have a tremendous sense of style that is a
direct threat to The Gap. Consequently, a record
numbers of white kid began buying suede sneakers
which were named for a black basketball star of the
I 970s-and started snatching up any other bits of
funky clothing-the Old Boys had no other choice
but to start killing off such stylin' black trendsetters
as Willy Smith and Jean Michel Ba quiat.
The gay community is another
notoriously well dre ed group in our country. I
don't want to offend many people by saying this,
but They are not going to do anything about AIDS,
because They look at it as population control. There
will be no mad rush for a cure, medication will be
kept out of the hands of the sick, and by the year
2000, thousands and thousands of some of the best
dressed people in our country will be dead.
The time to act is now. The
longer we hesitate from taking radical action, the
more time They have to undermine our freedom.
Raci m, sex.ism, homophobia, and our general lack
of harmony does Their job for them. We are so
caught up in arguments about abortion, gun rights
and political correctness, pointing fingers and
yelling at each other, that we are missing the Big
Picture. The Gap must be defied. We must, like
Ricky PowelJ, wear clashing components, and one
step further, we must be clashing components.
Because once they tell us bow to dress, they wiJI
tell us how to think, how to have sex, what to read,
what to watch, what music to listen to, and what to
think. And don't wait for the government to throw a
pair of Gap pants in your face and say: "Wear
these, sucker!", because by then it'll be too late.
So remember, time is of the
essence. We must all unite now to destroy The Gap.
P.S. I don't really believe the Gap !tilled Kennedy. This is
what we call satire; laugh it up. But the fact that America is
dre ed like hit is no joke. This piece was inspired by the
ideas of Craig Huller, a contemporery political analyst. His
office, KC and Associates, can be contacted at P.O. Box
710, Amanda Park, WA 98526. (206) 288-2652. A very
interestng man ... V

Talking More Paranoid Conspiracy Trash About Yotu- Friendly
Neighborhood Denim Vendor. By Art Club 2000
Believe it or not, Hugh Gallagher is not alone.Seven students from Manhattan's Cooper Union art
school are also on a crazy mission to goof The Gap. It all started when the students, who call
themselves A rt Club 2000, ran a Jake Gap ad in the Summer, 1993 issue of Artforum International to
promote their show, "Commingle," which was being held at the American Fine Arts Company in
SoHo. Among 01her things, 1he Commingle exhibit offel'ed gallery-goers an opportunity to pose in their
own fake Gap ad (and though the show ended on August 9th, the gallery is still offering this sen1ice).
Of course The Gap threatened to sue American Fine Arts Co.for copyrig/11 infringement bw lei the
matter ride when Art Club 2000 agreed to quit running the fake ads.Art Club 2000 did 1101, however,
agree to quit dogging the gigantic clothiers, and the following is an essay by the group
about their other thoughts on The Gap.
In our exhibition, "Commingle," An Club 2000 focused on an investigation of The Gap. In many of our group
photos we wear matching costumes which were generously supplied to us by The Gap's "no-hassle" return policy.
After a long day of photo shoots throughout Manhattan. one lucky group member would bring back seven matching,
weaty Gap ensembles with the simple explanation, "I decided I didn't like these anymore." The Gap was less
accomodating when we attempted to do some reconnaissance photography of their merchandising techniques,
architectural detailing, and dressing rooms. On one occasion an An Club member was physically pushed out of the
store by a security guard while other group members ran
for their lives.
A our relationship with The Gap continued, we
began to feel the need for a closer look into the inner
workings of this institution. Several Art Club 2000
members applied for jobs at local branches. The Gap didn't

even send us the customary "no thank you" letters.

In our frustration. we decided to look through The
Gap's trash. The first night, at The Gap on St. Mark·s Place
in New York·s trendy East Village, we found innumerable
inter-office memos. employee evaluation forms. job
applications, the telephone numbers of all the employees, a
pair of old Gap jeans. and sixteen dollars in cash. This
fueled an intensive search over the next three weeks which
involved going to almost every Gap, Baby Gap, Gap Kids
and Gap Shoes location in Manhattan. Missions were
conducted between midnight and 3:00 a.m. in a pick-up
truck with some members soning through garbage on location, while others catalogued and organized the materials in
the back of the truck according to store location number and date found.
The materials collected in these expeditions were a vital source of information in the production of our exhibition,
and gave us all a greater insight into the inner workings of this megalopic corporation. Amongst endless stacks of
paperwork and packing materials, (which The Gap apparently does not recycle), we found: a Babar rattle, a William
Gibson novel, two unopened letters from The Gay Men·s Health Crisis, inter-office memos discussing suspicious
phone calls, The Gap loss-prevention handbook. employee payroll chans. broken hangers. countless shoe boxes. panty
hose, broken anti-theft devices, even a diny diaper. By looking at the tra h, we learned the meaning of the "G.A.P.
A.C.T.," the dangers of getting bogged down in tasks, the methods used to prevent employee theft (which include
managers checking for garments in the trash before it's dumped), what it means to prevent store "shrinkage," and why
the fitting room is a great place to sell. TI1is information practically constitute its own language, which all The Gap
employees use to communicate.
Much of this ltind of ignificant garbage has yet to be thoroughly examined, and the thought that every Gap in every
Late is producing more and more of it every day boggles the garbologist's investigative mind. The information in all
those clear bags holds the promise of filling in all the gaps in our understanding of the store that's becoming a bigger
and bigger pan of all of our lives. Coming to a convenient comer location nearer to you than you think, The Gap.

Intrigued by Ari Club 2000's obsessio11, we asked one of the group's members, Daniel McDonald, what was up.
Daniel: We found this one thing that managers write to the next shift of managers-you have to write what happened
that day. And there was like this piece of paper with "Gap Rap" on the top of it. One of the managers had written
down who had come in that day who was famous. And it said "Larry Fishbone•· and then they'd crossed out "bone"
and written "bume." Plus it said "Regis Philbin and wife" and what they had bought.

GR: WHAT STORE WAS THIS?

I think this was the store on St. Mark's.

WOW, REGIS PHILBIN ON ST. MARK'S. I THINK THAT SAYS IT ALL. WHAT IS IT THAT YOU FIND
MOST OBJECTIO ABLE ABOUT THE GAP?
I don't actually object to The Gap, but I'm interested and concerned with the omnipresence of The Gap and how
invisible they are. Even though they're everywhere and you always see the stores, there's kind of an invisibility to The
Gap. You can wear The Gap without really noticing your wearing it. I'm not really against what they're doing. I think
it's pan of the development of a son of total, end-all capitalism. And I think a lot of companies are modeling their
corporate structure after The Gap--their display techniques. the language they use with employees. I think the most
interesting thing about The Gap is that fashion is usually used as fantasy to transform you. But The Gap promises not
to transform you. That what they're going to do is let you shine through.

DO YOU OWN SOME GAP CLOTHES?

Oh yeah. Everybody. There would be times when we would be in meetings, discussing this stuff, and we'd look
around and everyone would have some fucking thing from The Gap on. V
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The group portraits of Art Club 2000 read
like encapsulated epi odes from the itcoms we
grew up with: "A Day in the Library," "A ight
at the Movies," ''The Coffee Shop," "The Fuzzy
Animal Suit Show," images that have assaulted
our generation from the day we were pushed out
of the womb and placed in front of a TV.
The medium of image - whether it be film,
TV, or photographs - proves to be a difficult
one for arti t of our generation to remain legiti
mate in. When we were younger, images led u
to believe in the love of the Brady family, the
racial harmony of "Diff'rent Strokes," and the
paternali tic, benevolent trength of Ronald
Reagan. As we grew older and !es naive, we
learned that none of these projections were close
to the truth. And worse yet, there grew a sinking,
di gusting realization that the image we so
loved were being used to dupe, manipulate, and
seduce us. The outcome of thi upbringing is an
incredibly jaded and cynical generation, at once
di trustful of all images and at the same time in .
love with them. It is this attitude that is embod
ied in their project.
The reason this group is so successful i that
the pictures ostensibly attempt nothing more
than to portray themselve as outright images.
The scenarios they inhabit have been staged to
the finest cliche detail - scattered popcorn in
the aisle of the movie theater, identical outfits.
sitcom faces, and afterschool-special po es. And
because we, as viewers, know that there are no
"real" feelings or genuine emotions at stake, the
photographs are strangely genuine. ll1e Art Club
i also invincible; they cannot be betrayed by the
medium that ha cheapened o many other a pectts of their life, becau e they offer nothing for
it to trivialize except sheer po ing.
Hugh Gallagher

ART CLUII 2000, 1993. MEMBERS: CRAIG WADLIN, SHANNON PULTZ. SOIBlAN SPRING. DANIEL MCDONALD, GILLIA
HARATANI, PATfERSON BACKWITH, SARAH ROSSITER.
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Art Club 2000 is a 7-person collaborative
which first presented its work this past summer at
American Fine Arts, Co., in New York with a show
entitled "Commingle." This photo ofthe group on
the verge of being beamed clown was taken at the
Liberty Scie nce Center in New Jersey with
"Global Art" (or "Intergalactic Art" ?-to use
7V vocabu/a,y) in mind and as a reflection oftheir
generation's passion/obsession with StarTrek.
Hugh Gallagher is a New York writer whose
work appears regularly in Rolling Stone, Dirt,
and Grand Royal.
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Motorcycle emptiness: New York's Art Club 2000 rev up
their fashion ontics

art tl• mes

Once they were Art Club 2000, a maverick New York collective
looking to comment on modern cultural overload. Now they've

re-emerged as AC2KUK, five Americans plus one Brit charging round London and exploring the various

media of "pure fashion". Their first big studio concept is shown here: an attempt to play on archetypal "born
to be wild" fashion iconography - "the biker style now as likely to be worn by businessmen as anyone else".

Which surely brings their conceptual art full circle; "my 52-year-old dad could have done that", anyone? AH

photography PETER CALVIN

AMERICAN FINE ARTS, CO.
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Reviews

Millennial hug

Art Club 2000 embraces the century's end,
and finds no Y2K problem By Howard Halle

T

he idea of the artist's retro upof what passes for"living"
spective has always had a at theturnof the century.
whiff of death about it. While
Well before the era of super
certain artists(thelucky ones) models or Heaven's Gate, Art
enjoy major surveys in their life Club lampooned fashionistas
times, the real business of assess and suicide cults-which it
ing an artist's achievement does saw as flip sides of the same
n't happen unti! after he or she has coin. Indeed, one of the funni
shuffled off this mortal coil. Add est images here is a color pho
the fact that the value of his or her tograph showing the gang in
work usually spikes when he or cheesy togas, "poisoning"
she dies, and it becomes clear that, themselves by smearingmake
more than diamonds, death is an up on their tongues. It's just a
artist's best friend.
small part of a show that looks
That irony is hardly lost onArt morelikeastoopsalethanaret
Club 2000, the satirical artist col rospective, though its arrange
lective that has spent much of the ment of leftover bits from prior
'90s puncturing the pretensions of work-life-size cutouts of the
the art world and the world at large group in bunny suits, a re
with its sardonic-and sometimes creation of Soho's touristy
sophomoric-brandof humor. The Scharf Schak-is moreartful
first thing that greets you upon than the aggregates of molder
entering "1999," Art Club's self ing paperbacks and rusting Ab
styled"retrodisrespective" atAmer Rollers one normally encounters
ican Fine Arts, is an effigy of the on a weekend inCobble Hill.
Grim Reaper holding back a curtain
In this respect, "1999" differs
to usher you into the show.Although only slightly from prior Art Club
this tableau may give you pause, efforts (and there have been seven
fear not: It's a send-up of Charles shows in as many years at this
Willson Peale's The Artist in His same gallery), where old pieces
Museum (1822), recently featured in were sometimes recycled. This
MoMA's'TheMuseumasMuse"ex method nicely encapsulates the
hibit.Asin theoriginal, the viewer is group's retro sci-fi sensibility, its
being beckoned toward a universe penchant for gazing at the future
of dead things, only here, it's made through a past-fogged present-

FAX: (212) 274-8706

though the group is hardly alone
among '90s artists in grasi;>ing the
difficulty of finding the cutting
edge in a culture mired in retrospec
tion. Nor is Art Club alone in in
dulgingin the semiotics of arrested
adolescence. The big difference,
however, between Art Club 2000
and someone like Sean Landers is
its attachment to the progressive
tradition of Modernism-its ideal
ism, if you can call it that. It is a
collective, after all, in an age when
socialism has supposedly been

between how oho once was and
how it is now).
WhenArt Club first got togeth
er straight out of art school, its
work was notable for its combina
tion of club-kid cool and I'm-with
the-band goofiness. There were
the aforementioned parodies of
cults, as well as of the Gap' seem
ing stranglehold on mid-'90s con
sciousness.ArtClub took the view
er on outings to the 7-Eleven and
the Liberty ScienceCenter in a kind
of triumphal romp through sub
urban tackines . Its member
even became epi-celebriries
in their own right; among the
ephemera from their career,
gathered here on a wall full of
pinned-up images, are photos
of the group, dressed up like
classic punks, for a spread in

The Face.

ground into dust by global capital
ism. True, we're supposed to take
its activities as tongue-in-cheek:
There is the group's celebration of
our culture's image-is-everything
ethos, not to mention the winking
nod to millennial dread in the itali
cizing of 2000 inArt Club's name.
But there's something deeper in the
work, a certain poignancy, espe
cially in recent shows like"Soho So
Long" and"1970" (both of which
essentially charted the differences

That said, "1999" is as ad
as it i funny. The Scharf
Schak re-creation takes up the
middle of the installation'
sculptural centerpiece Gust
beyond death's door, so to
speak). The grinning face fa
miliar from the corner of
Prince and Mercer streets
where artist Kenny Scharf's
original T-shirt-and-tchotchke
kiosk stands-is partially
obscured here by fragments
of other work, like the fac
simile of one of theDrawingCen
ter's curbside planters, and the sign
alternately protesting and welcom
ing the Soho Grand Hotel. It's all
admittedly a bit inside-baseball in
tone, but suitably somber nonethe
less. As the millennium draws to a
close, it seems we are all in mourn
ing for the 20th century; why
shouldn'tArtClub2000be, too?
Art Club 2000, "1999" is on
view at American Fine Arts,
through Saturday 3 (see Soho).
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Micha Klein
The Arrival of the Rainbow Children (version for Flash Art)
C-print, plexiglass, pvc, wood
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VIRGIL MARTI
HOLLY SOLOMON
Virgil Marti displays an operatic passion
for the bad taste of middle class existence. In
baroque screen-prints of beer cans, high
school bullies, and suburban kitsch, he lay
claim to a tacky Americana that works as
counter-myth to our plastic, moneyed era.
Marti's current installation is wallpapered
with prints of the "Beer Can Collection"
amassed by the artist and his father. Still
stored in his parent's basement, Marti's cans
represent lingering conflicts between a trashy
upbringing and cultivated tastes. The elegant
printing, framing, and election which refines
this display of alcoholic consumption ques
tions the base needs underlying connoisseur
ship. Conversely, the effete presentation of
American eagles, hunters, and Mustangs on
Budweiser cans, calls into play a set of blue
collar values which can be equally exclusion
ary. High art becomes the stuff of memories,
degraded and sentimental, because Marti re
fuses to relinquish the past.
Rococo suburban home decor, pho
tographed 70s style, and recolored in
Warhol's hallucinatory oranges and reds con
veys Marti's second obses ion; lifestyle porn.
Some photos come paired with seedy snippets
from "naturist" magazines, others are coupled
with fantasy teenage hang-outs or glossy
silver backings. The lurid coloring of the
sunken dens and shag carpeting discolors
suburban harmony and drags his classic pop
palene into the realm of bad taste. The empty
bachelor pads remind us of friends and lovers,
once desired, now gone. Marti climaxes the
exhibition with a series of glitzy, yet awk
ward, self-portraits. The artist's display of
pale-skin and scrawny physique is reminis
cent of Steven Meisel's fashion spreads of
heroin chic. For Marti such ads appropriate
his youth, but teen-age memories can only
come up short against such attractive models.
Hip corporate entertainment reaches into the
past, so Marti's portraits gaze blankly at to
morrow. Rejecting inferiority, Marti defines a
new type of sex symbol: "antiheroic, self
aware, the wave of the future."

VIRGIL MARTI, Beer Can Library, 1997. Detail of
installation (Art Alliance). Screenprinted 4-color
process wallpaper.

Michael Cohen
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AMERICAN FINE ARTS
Art Club 2000 was formed in 1992, a
youthful group of misfits insouciantly sati
rizing popular American iconography with
low grade knock-off type installations and
deadpan snapshot photography paro'dying
fashion and advertising. Incorporating real
brand name products, reproductions of dis
play racks, and logos such as The GAP or
Ikea, the Art Club ransacks and twist apart
the demographic, cookie-cutter methods of
mainstream business marketing. Savvy to

ART CLUB 2000, 1999, 1999. Installation detail .
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JEREMY BLAKE, Samurai Sleeper, 1998.
Digital C-print on formica, 36 x 84 inches.

the discourse of the artworld, the Club makes
fun of its institutions while managing to ingra
tiate themselves as a part of its machinations.
The seven-year show called" 1999" fea
tured a puttin'-on-the-hit hodgepodge of
memorabilia from Night In the City ( I 995),
SoHo So Long ( 1996), 1970 ( 1997) and oth
ers. Parodying Charles Wilson Peale's
stodgy oil painting - from 1822 called The
Artist in His Museum (featured in the "Mu
seum as Muse" at MoMa) - the front room
of the gallery was decked out as a prosceni
um style entranceway with a burgundy vel
veteen curtain (replete with tassels) and a
sculpture of the grim reaper. Beyond this
portal was a stagey platform stacked with old
televisions playing videos from 1970; a fas
cinating and historical series of interviews
with the likes of Alex ,Katz and Vito Acconci
reminiscing about the old days. Cardboard
cutouts of club members in fuzzy bunny suits
were installed alongside a panoramic light
box with a photo of art dealers from SoHo,
most of whom have already migrated to
Chelsea, giving the piece a vintage quality. A
replica of the Drawing Center's plant box
and the Scharf Shack were arranged on the
platform with cutouts of policeman, and a
siren. Offstage, the left wall was plastered
with photos, a shot of the gang in an elevator
wearing silver leotards or seated at the u
shaped Formica counter of a doughnut shop
epitomized their deadpan touch.
Art Club bastardizes the picture of same
ness and conformity in groups and systems,
upstaging the cliches of brand name market
ing with their droll criticisms of mass mer
chandising. Like a long running sit-com in
syndication, Art Club's cultural laughtrack i
filtered through a Pop cheapness, to be en
joyed in perpetual reruns.
Max Henry

JEREMY BLAKE
FEIGEN CONTEMPORARY

ROMUALD HAZOUME, Red Robin, 1999.
Mixed media, 19 x 10 x 6 inches.
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Jeremy Blake's debut New York solo
show, "Bungalow 8," features drawings, a
suite of three digitally animated films, and
three corresponding digitally painted tills,
and has at its center a series of conundrums.
Poi ed between opposing artistic genres painting and photography, representation
and abstraction - the work also hovers be
tween prettily rendered opticality and cool
intellect. Most of Blake's work is created
using a software painting program that
mimics the physical qualities of paint, but
leaves no textured surface on the canvas.
The resulting "paintings" are then digitally
printed as large C-print photographs. On
the surface, the three smart-looking, flatly
rendered rectilinear photographic stills fea
turing California modern home interiors
hung in the front gallery might be the work
of any number of artists whose art examines
architecture and social space. The artist
manages to distinguish his work, however,
by his decision to present hi "paintings"
digitally, resulting in their immaterial and

somewhat ghostly presence. Although he
does not use pigments or brushes, the artist
manages to inject interest into painting in a
way that few young artists working with oil
and canvas have managed to do.
A pair of curtains divides the back of the
gallery space from the drawings and digital
paintings. In the darkened rear gallery space,
the digital stills evolve into a series of pro
jected films featuring shifting, kaleido copic
scenes. In these films - also created using
painting software - the interior of a
building slowly disintegrates into its own ex
terior, windows slide open and closed, and
the lights of the city illuminate as the sun
goes down. Some of the films' effects are
even more psychologically unsettling walls begin to undulate and breathe, a back
yard swimming pool boils and steams like a
witches' cauldron, a monitor embedded in a
wall broadcasts a film clip over and over.
The stills are fresh and original, and together
with the films create a vision that resonates
in the mind long after the show is over.
Sophia Warner

ROMUALD HAZOUME
THE PROJECT
Romuald Hazoume's masks are con
structed out of the urban detritus of the
cities where his exhibitions take place. He
plays on the Western conception of African
art. It's ironic to see the other end of the so
called primitive influences advanced by Pi
casso, among others, thrown back at us by
a bonafide West African in a traditional and
stereotypical format - made of our own
garbage. A black toilet seat lid with domi
noes for eyes, for example. The masks are
all life sized, although they really wouldn't
function well as such, with crack vials
standing in for eye openings and telephone
wire as hair. An upside down detergent jug
with a knit cap makes a likely face as do old
style vinyl records with other junk fashion
ing eyes, noses, ears, and mouths. The work
imparts an eerie pre ence akin to the best
religious masks, yet here the intent is pure
ly secular, in fact they're funny.
He also paints. In the second room were
earth toned (the materials actually are acrylic
medium mixed with dirt brought along from
Benin) canvases bearing simplified ymbols of
female sexuality. ln the middle of each paint
ing is a flat rectangular area with a crudely
painted, linear motif representing womanhood
in one guise or another. In Ablayo a triangle
with a slight sLit and a wavy line behind it is in
tended to invoke Lesbos. His paintings are
roughly textured; backgrounds impatiently ap
plied with house paint rollers and scratchy em
phases around the cryptic markings. He aims
for an"outsider" or naive effect, but his sophi tication is evident in the choice of materials.
He seems to hold an accusatory mirror up to
the face of Western society: but it doe n't ap
pear to be an hostile statement, it's more of an
innocent and witty ob ervation.
Christopher Chambers

